THE SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR GROUP
SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING
SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR FOR
Tuesday, March 24, 2015

CS/CS/SB 296  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability  (Filed by Garcia) – if received
(Similar CS/H 0043)
Diabetes Advisory Council

SB 332  GB by Grimsley
(Similar H 0411)
Nursing Home Facility Pneumococcal Vaccination Requirements

CS/CS/SB 342  GB by Criminal Justice  (Filed by Simmons) – if received
(Similar CS/H 0717)
No Contact Orders

SB 450  GB by Benacquisto
(Identical H 4017)
Pain Management Clinics

SB 456  GB by Braynon
(Similar H 0325)
Labor Pools

SB 540  GB by Evers – if received
(Link S 7020)
State-Operated Institutions Inmate Welfare Trust Fund/Department of Corrections

SB 576  GB by Dean
Land Acquisition Trust Fund/Agency for Persons with Disabilities

SB 578  GB by Dean
(Similar H 1295)
Land Acquisition Trust Fund/Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

SB 580  GB by Dean
(Similar H 1293)
Land Acquisition Trust Fund/Department of State

SB 582  GB by Dean
Land Acquisition Trust Fund/Department of Transportation
SB 584  GB by Dean – *if received*  
(Compare H 1291, CS/S 0586)  
Implementation of the Water and Land Conservation Constitutional Amendment

SM 866  SM by Flores  
(Similar H 0727, Compare H 0745)  
Diplomatic Relations with Cuba

SB 7020  GB by Criminal Justice – *if received*  
(Link S 0540, Compare H 0785, S 0212)  
Corrections

SB 7022  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability – *if received*  
Individuals With Disabilities

SB 7024  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability  
(Similar H 0913)  
State Board of Administration